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Abstract

A Weyl structure is a bundle over space-time, whose fiber at each
space-time point is a space of maximally isotropic complex tan-
gent planes. We develop the theory of Weyl connections for Weyl
structures and show that the requirement that the connection be
torsion-free fixes the Weyl connection uniquely. Further weshow
that to each such Weyl connection, there is naturally associated a
(2, 3, 5)-Pfaffian system, as first analyzed by Cartan. We deter-
mine the associatedG2-conformal structure and calculate it ex-
plicitly in the cases of the Kapadia family of space-times and of
the Schwarzschild solution.
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Introduction

A space-time is by definition a connected smooth oriented four manifold, equipped
with a Lorentzian metric. Naturally associated to the metric of the space-time are
a number of Lie groups, for example the Lorentz group, the Poincare group, the
Weyl group and the conformal group: these give rise to principal bundles over
the space-time, with connection, which encode certain features of the space-time:
for example the bundle of orthonormal frames carries the Levi-Civita connection,
whereas the Cartan normal conformal connection is carried by a principal bun-
dle with group the Weyl group; this latter connection reflects the conformally
invariant information of the space-time. These structureseasily generalise, mu-
tatis mutandis, to other dimensions.

The purpose of this work is to present a new space-time construction, which ap-
pears to be special to four dimensions, and which is conformally invariant, like
the Cartan connection, but one for which the natural group isthe first exceptional
complex Lie groupG2 of Wilhelm Killing [13]. From a modern perspective,
Killing found theG2 Lie algebra. LateŕElie Cartan and Fritz Engel gave realiza-
tions of the associated Lie group, as symmetries of the octonions and as symme-
tries of a generic three-form in seven dimensions [1, 2, 4, 8]. A priori there is no
sign of this group in standard general relativity. Apparently, the reason for this
is that the group does not appear in connection with Minkowski space-time: in-
stead the ”flat model” turns out to be a constant curvature null plane wave, whose
conformal metric (a special case of a family of metrics considered by Devendra
Kapadia) may be given, for example, asdudv − dx2 − u2dy2, where(u, v, x, y)
range over the open subset ofR4 with u positive [12].

Cartan discovered that aG2-structure appeared automatically in connection with
the study of generic Pfaffian systems consisting of three one-forms in five dimen-
sions [5, 6, 7]. Here we call this structure a(2, 3, 5)-system: the ”2” refers to
the space of vector fields that annihilate the Pfaffian system, the ”3” to the extra
direction generated by taking the Lie brackets of the vectorfields of the ”2”. Then
the ”5” indicates that the Lie brackets of the vector fields of the ”3” taken amongst
themselves generate the remaining two directions in the tangent-space.
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Given a real analytic space-time, it may be complexified and then it may be shown
that its conformal structure gives rise to an holomorphic Riemann sphere bundle
over the complexified space-time, which carries a natural conformally invariant
(2, 3, 5)-structure, exactly of the type considered by Cartan, provided only that
the space-time be not conformally flat. In the following we develop this structure.

First we give a slight refinement of a conformal four-manifold, which we call
a Weyl structure (which may be defined in any even dimension).This assigns to
the conformal structure one of its two families of maximal isotropic subspaces:
in the language of physics, the Weyl structure is chiral, or parity-violating. This
family provides the relevant sphere bundle; on it, we define an extension of the
Weyl structure, which we call a Weyl connection. The Weyl connection has a nat-
urally defined torsion and we show in the torsion-free case, the Weyl connection
is unique. When the Weyl torsion vanishes, the curvature is well-defined and is
shown to be equivalent to the self-dual part of the Weyl curvature of the conformal
manifold. Finally, we show that if this curvature is non-zero, the torsion-free Weyl
connection naturally gives a(2, 3, 5)-structure, which is therefore canonically as-
sociated to the conformal space-time. In fact, even if the Weyl torsion is non-zero,
generically, we still have a(2, 3, 5)-structure, but the study of the structure in that
case is far more complicated and has yet to be accomplished indetail.

Pawel Nurowksi, in completing a research program, begun with the third author,
showed that naturally associated to Cartan’s Pfaffian system, when put in a certain
canonical form, there is canonically defined a conformal structure on the under-
lying five-manifold of the system, whose Cartan conformal connection has group
reducible toG2 and which gives the structure found by Cartan [16, 17, 18]. An-
dreasČap and Katja Sagerschnig showed how to describe the conformal structure
directly from the Pfaffian system, without first putting it into canonical form [3].

The main result of the present work is the determination of anexplicit formula
for theG2-conformal metric in five dimensions, for the case of torsion-free Weyl
connections, using the work of̌Cap and Sagerschnig. We also write out this
conformal structure in two special cases: first for the Kapadia family of plane
wave metrics, where in particular, we identify ”flat” models; then for the standard
Schwarzschild metric [22]. For these metrics, we are able toput the system explic-
itly into the Cartan canonical form and thereby compute the conformal structure,
using Nurowski’s formula. For each case the two calculations of the conformal
structure are carried out using different techniques and the results precisely agree.
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The present work should be considered in the context of twistor theory; indeed
one of the main achievements of twistor theory is the analysis of (complex ana-
lytic) space-times with vanishing self-dual Weyl curvature, due to Roger Penrose,
Ezra Newman and others [15, 19, 23, 24]. This work aims to fill the gap where the
self-dual Weyl curvature is non-vanishing. It would be of considerable interest to
study manifolds, with non-zero self-dual Weyl curvature, but zero anti-self-dual
Weyl curvature: these have associatedG2-conformal structures and, at the same
time, the dual twistor theory applies; the interaction between these theories should
be fruitful. Also even when the self-dual Weyl curvature is non-zero, there is a
twistor theory defined for each hypersurface in the space-time, studied particu-
larly by the third author [23, 24]. The interplay between theG2-theory and the
hypersurface twistor theory has yet to be elucidated.

We have presented the work for the case of the complexification of real space-
times, which of course entails the physically undesirable requirement that the
space-time be real analytic. However the structure is stillwell-defined without
analyticity and without complexification: one still has a sphere bundle and the
G2-conformal structure associated with it, but the conformalstructure is inher-
ently complex, in that the sphere is still treated as if it hadjust one dimension (i.e.
all calculations are holomorphic on the sphere), so it is a little hard to interpret the
G2-structure in this case. None of these difficulties occur in the real analytic case.
TheG2-conformal structure is also present for Riemannian four-manifolds, where
similar remarks apply. In the case of Kleinian (ultra-hyperbolic) four-manifolds,
however, the theory has a completely real version; in that case the group is the real
non-compact form of the complex Lie groupG2 and analyticity is unneeded.

From our formula for theG2-conformal structure, it is possible to compute the
curvature directly. The results will be presented elsewhere. TheG2-conformal
structure itself probes four derivatives of the space-timemetric (two symmetrized
derivatives of its Weyl curvature). So theG2-conformal connection involves seven
derivatives of the original space-time metric. We expect that the structure will
simplify, when we pass from the five-manifold to the associated seven-manifold
of Charles Fefferman and C. Robin Graham [9, 10]. In this context we should
note that for the Kapadia family of metrics, theG2-conformal structure is always
conformal to vacuum, so the Fefferman-Graham extension is routine. At the time
of writing, we do not yet know if this is true for the Schwarzschild G2-conformal
structure.
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In section one we recall the theory of(2, 3, 5)-structures, due to Cartan. In section
two, we define Weyl structures associated to a conformal structure for a four-
dimensional vector space. In section three we define Weyl space-times, which are
equipped with Weyl structures for each tangent space. In section four we con-
struct the associated sphere bundle, which will carry theG2-conformal structure.
In section five we define Weyl connections, their torsion and curvature. In section
six, we compute the Weyl connection locally, and show that the torsion-free Weyl
connection is unique. In section seven, we show that every torsion-free Weyl con-
nection with non-vanishing Weyl curvature is naturally a(2, 3, 5)-system.

In section eight we recap the spinor approach to space-time following the ap-
proach of Penrose [20, 21]. In section nine, we recall how to pass from a null tetrad
in space-time to the associated spin connection. In sectionten we describe the ab-
stract index approach of Penrose and in section eleven we apply this approach to
the decomposition of the curvature tensor of a spin connection. In section twelve
we lift the spin connection to the spin bundle, constructingthe appropriate invari-
ant forms, which are dual to the horizontal vector fields of the connection. In
section thirteen we apply the spinor formalism to the Weyl structures and prove,
in particular that the Weyl curvature of the Weyl connectioncoincides with the
self-dual part of the Weyl curvature of the space-time conformal structure. In sec-
tion fourteen we use the spinor techniques to write out our main result, Theorem
2, the formula for theG2-conformal structure of a torsion-free Weyl connection.
The proof of Theorem 2 occupies sections fifteen to twenty.

In section twenty-one, we introduce the Kapadia family of space-times. In sec-
tion twenty-two, we put the Weyl connection for each Kapadiaspace-time in the
Cartan canonical form. In section twenty-three, we write out the G2-conformal
structure for the Kapadia metrics, using the Nurowski formula and show that these
agree with our general formula. We find that all of theseG2-conformal structures
are conformal to vacuum. In section twenty-four, we specialize to a sub-family of
the Kapadia family, where we are able to identify the elements of the sub-family,
which give rise to conformally flatG2-conformal structures. In section twenty-
five, we recall the Schwarzschild solution and its spin connection. In section
twenty-six, we write out theG2-conformal structure for Schwarzschild, which is
surprisingly complicated, considering that it only depends on a single free param-
eter, the mass. Finally, in section twenty-seven, we put theSchwarzschild Weyl
connection in Cartan canonical form, compute theG2-conformal structure using
Nurowski’s formula and verify that it agrees with our general formula.
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We end with some technical remarks: in calculating with the Nurowski formal-
ism, the calculations were carried out using the Maple computing system. In
computing the various spin connections and in deriving our formula for theČap-
Sagerschnig conformal structures, all the (intricate) calculations were done by
hand, effectively following their calculation line by line. Although we have only
presented the results in the complex analytic case, all the metrics have obvious
analogues in the Lorentzian, Riemannian and Kleinian real cases. We have dis-
cussed the Penrose spinor structures in such a way that the natural group for these
structures is the product of two copies of the Lie groupGL(2,C); it is common
to simplify by requiring that their structure group be reducible to the sub-group of
all pairs(A,B) in GL(2,C)×GL(2,C), such thatdet(A) = det(B). We did not
do this here.

We work in the holomorphic category; our manifolds are complex analytic and
bundles over them are complex analytic. IfM is a complex manifold, and if ifk is
a non-negative integer, we denote byΩk(M) its sheaf of holomorphick-forms and
by Ω(M) the sheaf of all holomorphic forms onM. The holomorphic tangent and
cotangent bundles ofM are denotedTM andT∗M, respectively. We sometimes
do not distinguish clearly between elements of a bundle or sheaf (germ) at a point
and sections of the bundle or sheaf, over an open set, lettingthe context decide the
appropriate interpretation.

If A is a (complex) vector space, or a vector bundle, we denote byA∗ its dual;
if k is a non-negative integer, we denote byΩk(A) andAk, thek-th exterior and
k-th symmetric products, ofA with itself, respectively. Also we denote byΩ(A),
the full exterior algebra ofA. We denote byPA the projective space ofA, soPA

is the Grassmanian of all one-dimensional subspaces ofA. For0 6= a ∈ A denote
by [a] ∈ PA the one-dimensional subspace passing througha; so if b ∈ A, then
b ∈ [a], if and only if a complex numbers exists withb = sa. If B is a subspace of
A, we call the annihilator ofB, the subspace ofA∗, consisting of allβ ∈ A∗, such
thatβ(b) = 0, for all b ∈ B. Our usual interpretation of a connection for a vector-
bundle over a manifold is as a mapd from sections of the bundle to a section of
the tensor product of the bundle with the bundle of one-formsof the manifold;
it is understood thatd preserves duality of bundles; it is also understood thatd
acts as the exterior derivative on forms. Then the curvatureof the connection is
d2. Finally, when the context is appropriate, following Cartan, we often omit the
wedge in the exterior product of forms.
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1 The five-variable theory ofÉlie Cartan

Let S be a complex manifold of five dimensions and letT denote a two-complex
dimensional sub-bundle of the tangent bundle ofS. Dually, let T ′ denote the
three-dimensional subbundle of the co-tangent bundle ofS, that annihilatesT .
ThenT is said to be generic, or of type(2, 3, 5), if, in the neighbourhood of any
point of the spaceS, there are holomorphic local sectionsv andw of T , such
that the five vector fields{v, w, [v, w], [v, [v, w]], [w, [v, w]]} trivialize the tangent
bundle.

Following Gaspard Monge and David Hilbert,Élie Cartan analyzed such a system
[5, 11, 14]. Written first, dually, using differential forms, the bundleT ′ of Cartan
may be taken to be the sub-bundle of the co-tangent bundle of aspaceS, with five
complex co-ordinates(x, y, p, q, z), spanned by the following one-forms:

dy − pdx, dp− qdx, dz − F (x, y, p, q, z)dx.

HereF (x, y, p, q, z) is a given holomorphic function of its arguments. The point
here is that the vanishing of these forms (withdx 6= 0) corresponds to solutions
of the differential system, where′ denotes differentiation with respect tox:

y′ = p, p′ = q, z′ = F (x, y, p, q, z).

Equivalently the system describes a single under-determined equation, studied, in
special cases, by Monge and Hilbert:

z′ = F (x, y, y′, y′′, z).

For this system, the bundleT is then spanned by the vector fields:

v = ∂q, w = ∂x + p∂y + q∂p + F∂z, .

The required commutators are as follows:

[v, w] = ∂p + Fq∂z,

[v, [v, w]] = Fqq∂z,

[w, [v, w]] = −∂y − (Fp + FqFz − Fqx − pFqy − qFqp − FFqz)∂z.

Here and in the following we use subscripts to denote partialderivatives. So we
have, immediately, by inspection of these commutators:

Lemma 1. The Cartan system:T ′ = {dy−pdx, dp−qdx, dz−F (x, y, p, q, z)dx}
is generic, of type(2, 3, 5), if and only ifFqq 6= 0.
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Cartan studied the equivalence problem for his differential system and showed
that in the generic case it was governed by a principal bundlewith connection
with groupG2 [5]. Pawel Nurowski showed that the Cartan principal bundlecould
be interpreted as a reduction of the Cartan conformal connection for a conformal
structure naturally defined on the spaceS [16, 17]. AndreašCap and Katja Sager-
schnig showed a direct method of passing to the conformal structure associated to
anyT of type(2, 3, 5), without requiring that the differential forms generatingT ′

first be put in the form considered by Cartan [3]. They also showed that, when
applied to the Cartan(2, 3, 5)-system, their conformal structure agrees with that
of Nurowski. We may summarize with their theorem:

Theorem 1. (Élie Cartan, Pawel Nurowski, AndreašCap and Katja Sagerschnig)
To any(2, 3, 5)-systemT , on a five-dimensional complex manifoldS, there is
naturally associated a conformal structure. The Cartan conformal connection of
this structure has holonomy a subgroup ofG2.

There is also a real version of this theorem, where all quantities are real; this
requires only smoothness, not analyticity: the conformal structure has signature
(3, 2) and the holonomy group of the Cartan conformal connection isthen a sub-
group of the non-compact real form ofG2.
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2 Weyl structures

Given a complex four-dimensional vector space,T, denote byPT its associ-
ated projective space and byGT the Grassmanian of all two-dimensional sub-
spaces ofT. The Klein quadric,KT, is the quadric inP(Ω2(T)), consisting of all
ω ∈ Ω2(T), such thatω ∧ ω = 0. The Klein correspondence maps eachx ∈ GT

to the unique point[ω] of KT, such thatv ∧λ = 0, for anyv ∈ x and anyλ ∈ [ω].
The inverse correspondence takes each[ω] ∈ KT to the unique elementx ∈ GT

consisting of allv ∈ T, such thatv ∧ λ = 0, for anyλ ∈ [ω].

A projective planeΣ in P(Ω2(T)), equivalently, a three-dimensional subspace of
Ω2(T), is said to be regular, if and only if its intersection withKT is a non-singular
conic. If Σ is regular, its polar plane,Σ′, is the space of allτ ∈ Ω2(T), such that
σ ∧ τ = 0, for all σ ∈ Σ. ThenΣ′ is regular and has polarΣ. A pair of regular
projective planesΣ±, such that each is the polar of the other is called a polar pair.

Definition 1. A conformal structure forT is a non-singular quadric[G] in PT.

Definition 2. A two-dimensional subspace ofT is said to be isotropic with respect
to a conformal structure[G] for T, if and only if the subspace is totally null, if and
only if the projective image of the subspace is a projective line on the quadric[G].

The isotropic planes inT assemble into two families, called the isotropic families,
which each rule the quadric. Each family gives a projective curve inKT; in turn
each such curve inKT is the intersection withKT of a (unique) regular projective
plane inP(Ω2(T)). The two planes thus generated form a polar pair. Conversely
given a polar pair of projective planes inP(Ω2(T)), each plane intersects the Klein
quadric in a projective curve, giving the pair of isotropic families for a unique
conformal structure forT. So we have the Lemma:

Lemma 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between polar pairs ofprojec-
tive planes inΩ2(T) and conformal structures forT.

The annihilator of a regular plane inP(Ω2(T)) is a regular plane inP(Ω2(T∗)),
which givesT∗ the conformal structure inverse to that ofT. The annihilator of an
isotropic plane inT is then an isotropic plane inT∗. Henceforth, we pass freely
from T to T∗ and back, via annihilators.

Definition 3. A Weyl structure is a pair(T,Σ) consisting ofT, a four-dimensional
complex vector space andΣ, a regular three-dimensional subspace ofΩ2(T).

Thus a Weyl structure determines a conformal structure forT and a distinguished
family of projective lines on the quadric[G] defining the conformal structure.
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3 Conformal space-times; Weyl space-times

We work with complex manifolds, entirely in the holomorphiccategory. For con-
venience, we restrict our attention to connected manifolds.

Definition 4. A complex conformal space-time is a pair(M, [G]) consisting of a
complex four-manifoldM and a holomorphic family,[G] = {[G]x; x ∈ M}, where
[G]x is a conformal structure for the tangent space toM at x ∈ M.

By the results of the last section, the following definition is equivalent:

Definition 5. A complex conformal space-time is a triple(M,Σ±) consisting of a
complex four-manifoldM and a polar pair of sub-bundles,Σ± of Ω2(M).

For a Weyl space-time, we simply single out one of the elements of the polar pair:

Definition 6. A Weyl space-time is a pair(M,Σ) consisting of a complex four-
manifold and an everywhere regular three dimensional subbundle,Σ, of Ω2(M).

So a Weyl space-time givesM a holomorphic family of Weyl structures, one for
each tangent space ofM. We denote by[G]Σ the conformal structure onM, nat-
urally derived from the Weyl manifold(M,Σ). So every Weyl space-time is nat-
urally a complex conformal space-time. If(M,Σ+) is a Weyl space-time, then so
is (M,Σ−), whereΣ− is the polar ofΣ+. Then we have[G]Σ+ = [G]Σ−.

Example 1. The Klein quadric

Let T be a three-dimensional complex projective space. Denote byM the space
of projective lines inT. SoM is a four-manifold, the Klein quadric ofT. Then if
x is a projective line inT, sox is a point ofM, there is a three-dimensional cone
atx, the space of all projective linesy in T that pass through the linex. To each
such liney 6= x, there is naturally associated its point of incidencex ∩ y with
x and the plane containingx andy, x ∪ y. The mapy → (x ∩ y, x ∪ y) fibers
the null cone over the quadric[G]x of all pairs(z, Z) consisting of pointsz ∈ T
of x and planesZ in T such thatx ⊂ Z. As x varies, the ensemble of quadrics
{[G]x : x ∈ T } represents a conformal structure forM. At eachx ∈ M, fixing z
and lettingZ vary gives one Weyl structure,Σ+ , say; fixingZ and lettingz vary
gives the other Weyl structure, sayΣ−.
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4 The null cone bundle of a Weyl space-time

The null cone bundle of a Weyl space-time(M,Σ) is the fiber bundleN consisting
of all ω ∈ Σ such thatω ∧ ω = 0. Projectively this gives a fiber bundle, denoted,
S, overM, with fibre atx ∈ M, a Riemann sphere, denotedSx. In particular,S is
a five-dimensional complex manifold.

Denote byp the canonical projectionp : S → M. Denote byp∗ the induced
map from the tangent bundle,TS, of S, to the tangent bundle ofM. Denote byV
the kernel ofp∗, soV is a line sub-bundle ofTS, the vertical bundle. The elements
of V are tangent to the fibers ofp. Restricted to any fiber,Sx for x ∈ M, V gives
a line bundle of Chern class two. On each fiber, the three-dimensional space of
global sections ofV forms the Lie algebra ofO(3,C), under commutation.

If X = (x, [ω]) ∈ S (so we have, in particular,p(X) = x ∈ M, whereas
0 6= ω ∈ Σ, whereω ∧ ω = 0), denote byWX , the space of all tangent vec-
tors Y at X, such that ify = p∗(Y ) is the projected tangent vector atx, then
ιy(λ) = 0, for anyλ ∈ [ω]. ThenW = {WX ;X ∈ S} is a three-dimensional
vector sub-bundle ofTS; we call W the Weyl bundle ofS. Note thatV ⊂ W.
Restricted to any fiber,Sx for x ∈ M, the bundleW splits (following the Birkhoff
theorem) as a sum of three line bundles with Chern classes(2, 1, 1). In particu-
lar the space of splittings of the inclusion homomorphismV → W on anySx is
parametrized by the space of global sections of a bundle withChern classes(1, 1),
so is a four-dimensional vector space.

Dually, for X ∈ S, denote byΘX , the space of all one-formsα at p(X), such
thatα ∧ λ = 0, for anyλ ∈ [ω], pulled back to the pointX along the canonical
projection. Then asX varies,Θ = {ΘX ;X ∈ S} gives a two-dimensional sub-
bundle ofΩ1(S). Then the bundlesΘ andW are the annihilators of each other.
Next, let V′ denote the annihilator ofV in Ω1(S). So V′ is a four-dimensional
sub-bundle ofΩ1(M). Also V′ is the pull-back along the projectionp of Ω1(M).
V

′ may be called the bundle of tensorial one-forms ofS. Finally Θ ⊂ V
′.

Example 2. The Klein quadric

For the Klein quadric,M, of example one above, in the case of the Weyl structure
Σ+, the bundleS is the space of pairs(x, z) with x a projective line inT and
z ∈ x; for the Weyl structureΣ−, the bundleS is the space of pairs(x, Z) with x
a projective line inT andZ a projective plane inT, such thatx ∈ Z.
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5 Weyl connections, their torsion and curvature

Let (M,Σ) be a Weyl space-time, with its projective null cone bundleS, the pro-
jectionp : S → M, the Weyl bundleW ⊂ TS, the vertical bundleV ⊂ W and the
bundle of one-forms,Θ, the annihilator ofW, as described in the last section.

Definition 7. A Weyl connection is a two-dimensional subbundleT of W, such
thatW = T + V. Dually a Weyl connection is a three-dimensional sub-bundleT′

of Ω1(S) such thatT′ ∩ V′ = Θ; we pass fromT to T′ and back via annihilators.

On each fiberSx, T is a sum of two line bundles, each of Chern class one. Given
a Weyl connection,T, for (M,Σ), consider the bundleΩ2(S) modulo the ideal
generated byT′. On dimensional grounds, this is a line bundle, denotedL, over
S. Note thatL may be identified with the quotient of the kernel ofV in Ω2(S)
modulo the ideal generated byΘ. Also L has Chern class2 over eachSx.

Definition 8. For α any local section of the bundleΘ, put T (α) = dα modT′.
ThenT gives a vector bundle homomorphism fromΘ to L, called the Weyl torsion
of the Weyl connection,(M,Σ,T).

Definition 9. A Weyl connection(M,Σ,T) is torsion-free if and only ifT = 0, if
and only ifdα lies in the ideal generated byT′, for any local sectionα of Θ.

Now suppose that(M,Σ,T) is a torsion-free Weyl connection. Forα a local sec-
tion of T′, putW (α) = dα modT′. ThenW is a vector bundle homomorphism
from T

′ to L which vanishes onΘ, soW may be considered to be a homomor-
phism of line bundlesW : T′/Θ → L. Further, the line bundlesV andT′/Θ are
naturally dual, soW may be considered to be a global section of the line bundle
L ⊗ V, a line bundle, which, over each fiberSx, has Chern class four.

Definition 10. The global sectionW of the line bundleL⊗V overS is called the
Weyl curvature of the torsion-free Weyl connection(M,Σ,T).

Definition 11. A Weyl connection(M,Σ,T) is said to be Weyl-flat, or a twistor
structure, if and only if its Weyl torsion and Weyl curvatureboth vanish identically,
if and only ifT′ defines a differential ideal, if and only ifT is Frobenius integrable.

Definition 12. If (M,Σ,T) is a twistor structure, its space of integral manifolds
is a three-dimensional space, called the twistor space of the Weyl manifold.

Example 3. The Klein quadric

For the Klein quadric,M, of examples one and two above, fixingz and varyingx
foliatesS gives(M,Σ+) a flat Weyl connection. Similarly, fixingZ and varying
x gives(M,Σ−) a flat Weyl connection. In each case the twistor space isT.
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6 Local computations

Let (M,Σ,T) be a Weyl manifold with connection. A normalized frame forΣ is
a local basis{σ±, σ0} such thatσ2

±
= 0, σ±σ0 = 0 andσ+σ− = −2σ2

0 = τ 6= 0.
Such a normalized frame always exists. With respect to a normalized frame, the
general elementσ of Σ can be written, uniquelyσ = x+σ+ + x−σ− + 2x0σ0.
Then we haveσ2 = 2(x+x− − x2

0)τ . In particularσ lies in the null cone ofΣ if
and only ifσ2 = 0, if and only if x+x− = x2

0, if and only if complex numbersp
andq exist such thatσ = p2σ+ + 2pqσ0 + q2σ−. The ratiosp : q then parametrize
the sphere bundleS. Next it is straightforward to show that a local basis of one-
forms, {l,m,m′, n} exists, called a null tetrad, such that the symmetric tensor,
G = 2(ln −mm′), represents the conformal structure of the Weyl manifold and
such thatσ+ = lm′, σ− = mn and2σ0 = ln + mm′; thenτ = −lmm′n. Note
that the polar,Σ′, of Σ has as its local basis{lm,m′n, ln −mm′}. At any point
(x, p, q) of S, put:

η = pl + qm, θ = pm′ + qn.

Then we have:

p2σ+ + 2pqσ0 + q2σ− = p2lm′ + pq(ln+mm′) + q2mn

= (pl + qm)(pm′ + qn) = ηθ.

Thus the pair of one-forms{η, θ} span an isotropic space for anyp andq, not both
zero. Also a local basis for the bundleΘ at (x, p, q) ∈ S is the pair of one-forms
{η, θ}. If now T is a Weyl connection, the third basis form inT

′, apart fromη and
θ, can be written locally asγ = qdp − pdq − Γ1l − Γ2m − Γ3m

′ − Γ4n, where
each of the functionsΓ1,Γ2,Γ3 andΓ4 is homogeneous of degree two in the pair
(p, q). Now if we work modulo the ideal generated byΘ, there are one-formsφ
andψ, such that we have:

l = −qφ, m = pφ, m′ = qψ, n = −pψ.

Putσ = φψ. Then modulo the ideal ofΘ, we have:

lm′ = −q2σ, lm = m′n = 0, ln = mm′ = pqσ, mn = −p2σ.

In particular, moduloΘ, Σ′ is reduced to zero (i.e.Σ′ lies in the ideal). Then
we compute the exterior derivatives of the members of the null tetrad and reduce
the results modulo the ideal ofΘ. This gives formulas, valid forA, B, C andD
certain (computable) homogeneous quadratic polynomials in the pair(p, q):

dl = Aσ, dm = Bσ, dm′ = Cσ, dn = Dσ.
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Now we may compute the torsion ofT′; working modulo the ideal ofΘ, we have
first:

dη = d(pl + qm) = (dp)l + (dq)m+ pdl + qdm

= (pdq − qdp)φ+ (pA+ qB)σ

= φγ − ((pΓ2 − Γ1q)φ− (pΓ4 − qΓ3)ψ)φ+ (pA+ qB)σ

= φγ + (p(A− Γ4) + q(B + Γ3))σ.

Since the first term lies in the ideal ofT′, we see that the first part of the torsion is
represented by the quantityτ1 = p(A− Γ4) + q(B + Γ3), which is homogeneous
of degree three in(p, q). Next we have, modulo the ideal ofΘ:

dθ = d(pm′ + qn) = (dp)m′ + (dq)n+ (pC + qD)σ

= (qdp− pdq)ψ + (pC + qD)σ

= γψ + ((pΓ2 − Γ1q)φ− (pΓ4 − qΓ3)ψ)ψ + (pC + qD)σ

= γψ + ((p(C + Γ2) + q(D − Γ1))σ.

Since the first term lies in the ideal ofT′, the second and last part of the torsion is
represented by the quantityτ2 = p(C + Γ2) + q(D − Γ1), which is also homoge-
neous of degree three in(p, q).

Now suppose the torsion is zero:τ1 = τ2 = 0. Then we can write out the forms
Γ1,Γ2,Γ3 andΓ4 as follows:

Γ1 = D + pg, Γ2 = −C + qg, Γ3 = −B + ph, Γ4 = A+ qh.

Hereg andh are unknown homogenous functions of degree one in(p, q). Then
we have:

Γ1l + Γ2m+ Γ3m
′ + Γ4n = Dl − Cm− Bm′ + An+ gη + hθ.

So, in the zero torsion case, the bundleT
′ has as basis the one-forms:

T
′ = {pl + qm, pm′ + qn, qdp− pdq −Dl + Cm+Bm′ − An}.

Thus we have the analogue of the Levi-Civita Lemma for Weyl manifolds:

Lemma 3. (Levi-Civita for Weyl) Given the Weyl manifold,(M,Σ), there is a
unique torsion-free Weyl connection(M,Σ,T′).
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7 Torsion-free Weyl is naturally (2, 3, 5)

In the torsion-free case, to compute the Weyl curvature, using the notation of
the last section, we need only compute the exterior derivative of the one-form
γ = qdp− pdq −Dl + Cm+Bm′ − An modulo the ideal generated byT′. The
result necessarily has the form:

dγ = Wσ.

HereW is a computable homogeneous quartic polynomial in the variables(p, q)
that represents the Weyl curvature.

Now we assume henceforth thatT is not integrable, so not a twistor space. Hence
W is not identically zero. We delete from the spaceS the zeroes ofW . This
entails first deleting fromM any point at which the Weyl curvature vanishes and
the whole fiber ofS at that point. Denote byM the residual manifold, an open
subset ofM, with complement inM an analytic set. Next at any pointx ∈ M,
sinceW is a not identically zero quartic, by the fundamental theorem of algebra,
there are at least one and at most four values of the ratiop : q, whereW vanishes.
We delete these points(x, p, q) from S. Denote the residual space byS. This is
an open subset ofp−1(M), with closureS, whose complement inS is an analytic
set. Denote byT andT ′, the restrictions ofT andT′ to S. Then we have the
proposition:

Proposition 1. The torsion-free Weyl connection(M,S, T ) is a (2, 3, 5)-system
on the five manifoldS.

Note that, in general,S is not globally a fiber bundle overM, since the number
of roots ofW may vary from point to point. However in the generic case, where
there is at least one point whereW has four distinct roots, then, perhaps after
deleting a further algebraic set, we may assume thatW has four distinct roots
everywhere. In that case, called algebraically general, itis natural to replace each
sphereSx, for x ∈ M, by its double cover, a torus, branched at the four roots.
The modulus of the torus is determined by the cross-ratio of the four points and is
expressible directly in terms of invariants ofW . Then we have a toroidal fibration
overM and the proposition implies that we have a(2, 3, 5)-structure away from
the branch points.
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For the proof of the proposition, we work locally and use the notation of the last
section. Denote the dual basis of vector fields onM by {L,M,M ′, N}, dual to
the basis of one-forms{l,m,m′, n}, with the dualitiesL.n = N.l = 1,M.m′ =
M ′.m = −1 and all other dot products zero. Then the vector fields spanning T
are the vector fields:

{pL+ qM −X∂, pM ′ + qN − Y ∂}.

Here these vector fields act on functions ofp andq that are homogeneous of degree
zero. Then, acting on such a functionf , the vertical operator∂ is determined by
the relations:(∂p, ∂q)f = (−q, p)∂f . Note that∂ is dual to the homogeneous
one-formpdq − qdp: (pdq − qdp).∂ = 1. Also ∂ is of degree minus two. Then
the product of∂ and any homogeneous function of degree two in(p, q) maps the
space of homogeneous functions of degree zero to itself. Thevector fields of
T automatically annihilate the forms ofΘ; then the quantitiesX andY , each
homogeneous of degree three in the variables(p, q), must also annihilate the third
basis one-form ofT ′, the one-formγ = qdp − pdq − Dl + Bm + Cm′ − An,
which (since(pdq − qdp).∂ = 1) gives the relations:

X = (pL+ qM).(Dl − Cm−Bm′ + An) = pA+ qB.

Y = (pM ′ + qN).(Dl − Cm− Bm′ + An) = pC + qD,

So we may rewrite the vector fields as:

{P,Q}, P = pL+ qM +B∂p −A∂q, Q = pM ′ + qN +D∂p − C∂q.

In this form they act naturally on any function ofp and q, not necessarily just
functions homogeneous of degree zero. Note that the productof P or Q by any
homogeneous function of degree minus one in(p, q) maps the space of homoge-
neous functions of degree zero to itself. Then, since the Weyl torsion is zero, their
Lie bracket, acting on functions of degree zero, consideredmodulo combinations
of P andQ, gives the relation:

[P,Q] = W∂, mod P,Q.

Since, by hypothesis, the Weyl curvatureW is everywhere non-zero, we have
that the Lie bracket adds to the”2” of P,Q the vertical vector field∂ to give the
”(2, 3)”, of our putative(2, 3, 5) system.
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Now we have, acting on homogeneous functions of degree zero,whenp 6= 0:

[p2∂, p−1P ] = [p∂q, p
−1P ] = p−1[p∂q, P ] = M, mod P,Q, ∂,

[p2∂, p−1Q] = [p∂q, p
−1Q] = p−1[p∂q, Q] = N, mod P,Q, ∂.

So, whenp 6= 0 the span of the iterated commutators gives at least the span of the
five vector fields:

{p−1P, p−1Q, p2∂,M,N}.

This is equivalent to the span of the set{p2∂, L + qp−1M,M ′ + qp−1N,M,N}
and therefore to the span of the set:{p2∂, L,M,M ′, N}, which spans the entire
tangent space. Similarly whenq 6= 0, we have:

[−q2∂, q−1P ] = [q∂p, q
−1P ] = q−1[q∂p, P ] = L, mod P,Q, ∂,

[−q2∂, q−1Q] = [q∂p, q
−1Q] = q−1[q∂p, Q] = M ′, mod P,Q, ∂.

So, whenq 6= 0 the span of the iterated commutators gives at least the span of the
five vector fields:

{q−1P, q−1Q, q2∂, L,M ′}.

This is equivalent to the span of the set{q2∂,M + pq−1L,N + pq−1M ′, L,M ′}
and therefore to the span of the set:{q2∂, L,M,M ′, N}, which spans the entire
tangent space. Since the variablesp andq are never both zero, we have proved
that the systemT is a(2, 3, 5) system on the spaceS, as required, and we are done.

Note that we have only proved this result here for the torsion-free case; when
suitably stated the result also holds true in the case of non-zero torsion, but this
will not be analyzed here.
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8 Spinor computations

We reprise the approach of Penrose to spinors for a complex four-manifold,M
[20, 21]:

Definition 13. A Penrose spin structure forM is a quartet of two-dimensional
bundles overM, S±, S±, with S+ dual toS+ andS− dual toS−, together with a
one-formθ on M with values inS+ ⊗ S−, called the canonical one-form, subject
to the regularity condition thatθ give an isomorphism fromTM to S+ ⊗ S−;
equivalently,θ is required to give an isomorphism fromS+ ⊗ S− to T

∗
M.

Denote byL± andL±, the line bundlesΩ2(S±) andΩ2(S±), respectively. When
considering tensor products of the spin spaces, we ignore the relative ordering of
factors fromS+ or S+ vis à vis factors fromS− or S−: more formally, we quotient
the tensor algebra at each point ofM, by the two-sided ideal generated by the re-
lationsα+ ⊗α− −α− ⊗α+, for all α+ in S+, or in S+ and allα− in S−, or in S−.
Similarly, we regard the line bundlesL

± andL± as commuting with other spinors.

Taking appropriate tensor products, we have the decompositions:

(TM)2 = L
+ ⊗ L

− + (S+)2 ⊗ (S−)2,

(T∗
M)2 = L+ ⊗ L− + S

2
+ ⊗ S

2
−
,

Ω2(TM) = Σ+ + Σ−,

Σ+ = L
+ ⊗ (S−)2, Σ− = (S+)2 ⊗ L

−,

Ω2(M) = Σ+ + Σ−,

Σ+ = L+ ⊗ S
2
−
, Σ− = S

2
+ ⊗ L−,

Ω3(TM) = L
+ ⊗ L

− ⊗ S
+ ⊗ S

−,

Ω3(M) = L+ ⊗ L− ⊗ S+ ⊗ S−,

Ω4(TM) = (L+)2 ⊗ (L−)2,

Ω4(M) = L
2
+ ⊗ L

2
−
.

Traditionally, for a Penrose structure, one also requires that there be given an iso-
morphism ofL+ andL

− and dually an isomorphism ofL+ andL−. We will not
require this here.

The part[G] = L+ ⊗ L− of (T∗M)2 givesM a canonical conformal structure,
whose inverse is the partL+ ⊗ L− of the bundle(TM)2.
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To construct a null tetrad, we take a basis{α, β} of S+ and a basis{γ, δ} of S−.
Then the four co-vectorsl = θ(α⊗γ), m = θ(β⊗γ), m′ = θ(α⊗δ), n = θ(β⊗δ)
form a null tetrad andg = 2(ln − mm′) represents the conformal structure. A
general co-vectorT is represented byuα⊗ β + xβ ⊗ γ + yα⊗ δ + vβ ⊗ δ. The
image ofT 2 in L+ ⊗ L− is then:

g−1(T, T ) = 2(uv − xy)(α ∧ β) ⊗ (γ ∧ δ).

In particular for anyp andq not both zero, the vectorspl+qm = pα⊗γ+qβ⊗γ =
(pα+ qβ)⊗γ andpm′ + qn = pα⊗δ+ qβ⊗δ = (pα+ qβ)⊗δ span an isotropic
plane. So the isotropic planes of one type are parametrized by the elements of
PS+. Similarly the co-vectorssl + tm′ = sα⊗ γ + tα ⊗ δ = α⊗ (sγ + tδ) and
sm+ tn = sβ ⊗ γ + tβ ⊗ δ = β ⊗ (sγ + tδ) span an isotropic plane of the other
type. So we see that the isotropic planes of the other type areparametrized by the
elements ofPS−. Focussing on the first kind of isotropic plane, we have:

(pl + qm)(pm′ + qn) = p2lm′ + pq(ln+mm) + q2mn

= (pα+ qβ) ⊗ (γ ∧ δ).

So if we takeΣ+ to be spanned by the formslm′, ln + mm′, mn, we see that
the null cone bundle of the associated Weyl structure can be identified with the
bundlePS+. Then the null cone bundle of(M,Σ−) can be identified withPS−.
Note that henceforth we usually identifyT∗M with S+ ⊗ S−, reserving the use of
θ to convert to forms.
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9 The local Levi-Civita connection

Given the null tetrad{l = α ⊗ γ,m = β ⊗ γ,m′ = α ⊗ δ, n = β ⊗ δ}, the
associated Levi-Civita connection,d of M is given by the formulas:

d⊗ l = A⊗ l +B ⊗m+B′ ⊗m′,

d⊗m = D ⊗ l + E ⊗m+B′ ⊗ n,

d⊗m′ = D′ ⊗ l −E ⊗m′ +B ⊗ n,

d⊗ n = D′ ⊗m+D ⊗m′ − A⊗ n.

Thend automatically preserves the metricg = 2(ln −mm′) and these formulas
give the general such connection; the torsion-free condition that fixes the connec-
tion one-formsA,B,B′,D andE, uniquely and gives the Levi-Civita conneciton
is:

dl = Al +Bm+B′m′,

dm = Dl + Em+B′n,

dm′ = D′l −Em′ +Bn,

dn = D′m+Dm′ − An.

Put2P = A − E and2Q = A + E, soA = P + Q andE = Q − P . Then the
connectiond lifts uniquely to the spin bundles, such thatd ⊗ (α ∧ β) = 0 and
d⊗ (γ ∧ δ) = 0 (so in particular, the connection on the line bundlesL± andL

± is
flat). Explicitly we have the defining formulas:

d⊗ α = P ⊗ α +B ⊗ β,

d⊗ β = D ⊗ α− P ⊗ β,

d⊗ γ = Q⊗ γ +B′ ⊗ δ,

d⊗ δ = D′ ⊗ γ −Q⊗ δ.
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10 Abstract indices

To organize spinor calculations, we use the abstract index formalism of Pen-
rose. So here elements (or local sections),v of S+, w of S−, x of S+ andy of
S− are represented byvA′

(a primed spinor),wA (an un-primed spinor),xA′ (a
primed co-spinor) andyA (an un-primed co-spinor). Idempotent symmetrization
is represented by parentheses around the indices being symmetrized. Idempotent
skew symmetrization is represented by brackets around the indices being skew-
symmetrized. Vector indices for tensors ofM are pairsa = AA′, b = BB′,
etc. The ordering of primed indices relative to unprimed indices is immaterial.
The natural skew mappings on the spin spaces are writtenǫA′B′ , ǫAB, ǫA

′B′

and
ǫAB, each a skew tensor, taking valuesL+, L−, L+ andL−, respectively, with
the relative normalization given byǫA

′B′

ǫA′B′ = ǫABǫAB = 2; also we have
ǫABǫAC = δB

C , ǫABǫCD = 2δA
[Cδ

B
D], ǫ

A′B′

ǫA′C′ = δB′

C′ andǫA
′B′

ǫC′D′ = 2δA′

[C′δB′

D′],

whereδC
B andδC′

B′ are the Kronecker delta spinors. Indices are raised and lowered
with these skew spinors, according to the rules:

vA′ = vB′

ǫB′A′, wA = wBǫBA, xA′

= ǫA
′B′

xB′ , yA = ǫAByB.

The canonical one-form isθa = θAA′

. The conformal structure is then:

4[g] = θ[A′[A ⊗ θB]B′] = ǫA
′B′

ǫABg, g = θa ⊗ θa = θAA′

⊗ θBB′

ǫABǫA′B′ .

Any spinor may be decomposed into irreducible parts, each ofwhich is totally
symmetric and totally trace-free. In particular, we have the decomposition:

θaθb = ǫABΣA′B′

+ ǫA
′B′

ΣAB,

ΣA′B′

=
1

2
ǫABθ

aθb = ΣB′A′

, ΣAB =
1

2
ǫA′B′θaθb = ΣBA.

ThenΣA′B′

is called self-dual and takes values inL−, whereasΣAB is called anti-
self-dual and takes values inL+. For a two-formω = ωabθ

aθb, whereωab = −ωba,
we have its conformally invariant decomposition into self-dual and anti-self-dual
parts:

ω = ω+ + ω−,

ω+ = ωA′B′ΣA′B′

, ωA′B′ = ǫABωab,

ω− = ωABΣAB, ωAB = ǫA
′B′

ωab,

ωab =
1

2
ǫABωA′B′ +

1

2
ǫA′B′ωAB.
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11 Spin connections

The spin connection corresponding to the local Levi-Civitaconnection acts on the
tensor algebra generated by the spin spacesS± and their duals. The connection
respects duality; the torsion-free condition is the condition:

dθa = 0.

Further the curvature of the induced connections on the line-bundlesL± andL±

vanishes. The curvature two-formsRA′B′ = RB′A′ andRAB = RBA are given by
the formulas, valid for any spinors fieldsvA′ andvA:

d2vA′ = RA′B′vB′

, d2vA = RABv
B.

The Riemann two-form,Rab = −Rba = θcθdRcdab, which is defined by the rela-
tion d2va = −Rabv

b, valid for any co-vector fieldva, is given by the formula:

Rab = RA′B′ǫAB +RABǫA′B′ .

Here we may write:

RA′B′ = θcθdRcdA′B′ , RAB = θcθdRcdAB,

RcdA′B′ = R[cd](A′B′), RcdAB = R[cd](AB).

Then we have:
Rcdab = RcdA′B′ǫAB +RcdABǫA′B′ .

The first Bianchi identity is:

0 = d2θa = −Rabθb = RA′

B′θAB′

+RA
Bθ

A′B.

Using the first Bianchi identity, the Riemann form decomposes as:

Rab = Cab + 2θ[aSb] − Λθaθb,

δbC
ab = 0, δaS

a = 0.

Hereδb is the derivation of forms of degree minus one, such thatδbθ
a = δa

b . Then
Cab = −Cba = θcθdCcdab is called the Weyl form andC d

abc the Weyl tensor. The
formSa = θbSab represents (up to sign) the trace-free part of the Ricci tensor. The
Ricci form is:

Ra =
1

2
δbR

ab = −Sa +
3

2
Λθa.

The Ricci scalar isδaRa = 6Λ.
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We write out the various curvature forms, using the following formulas, which
define the two-formsΣA′B′

andΣAB, the three-formΣa and the four-formΣ:

θaθb = ǫABΣA′B′

+ ǫA
′B′

ΣAB, ΣA′B′

= ΣB′A′

, ΣAB = ΣBA,

θaΣB′C′

= ǫA
′(B′

ΣC′)A, θaΣBC = −ǫA(BΣC)A′

, θaΣb = −δa
b Σ.

The Einstein three-form is:

Ga = RA′

B′θAB′

− RA
Bθ

A′B = −2SabΣb − 3ΛΣa.

The second Bianchi identity is:

dRab = 0, dRA′B′ = 0, dRAB = 0.

The second Bianchi identity implies, in particular, the Einstein conservation law:

0 = dGa.

Using the information of the first Bianchi identity, the decomposition of the cur-
vature spinors can be written out as follows:

RA′B′ = −ΣC′D′

CA′B′C′D′ − ΛΣA′B′ − ΣABSab,

RAB = −ΣCDCABCD − ΛΣAB − ΣA′B′

Sab.

Here the coefficientsCA′B′C′D′ , called the self-dual Weyl spinor,CABCD, the anti-
self-dual Weyl spinor andSab = SABA′B′ , the trace-free Ricci tensor, are totally
symmetric spinors. For the tensorSab this means thatSab is symmetric and trace-
free. Also we have for the Weyl form:

Cab = CABǫA
′B′

+ CA′B′

ǫAB,

CAB = −ΣCDCABCD, CA′B′ = −ΣC′D′

CA′B′C′D′ .

Finally we note the relations:

ǫCDRcdA′B′ = −CA′B′C′D′ + ΛǫA′(C′ǫD′)B′ ,

ǫC
′D′

RcdA′B′ = −CABCD + ΛǫA(CǫD)B.

It is a basic property of the local Levi-Civita connections that the Weyl tensor
C d

abc depends only on the conformal structure not on the particular Levi-Civita
connection used to obtain it. It follows that the Weyl spinors are conformally
invariant also.
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12 The lift to the co-spin bundle

We lift the connection to the co-spin bundleS+. This gives a system of horizontal
vector fields, denoted∂a. Dually, we have a tautological indexed sectionπA′ of
S+, whose value at(x, πA′), with x ∈ M is πA′. The sectionπA′ takes values
in the pull-back ofS+ to itself. More formally, the pull-back bundle is the col-
lection of all triples(x, π, η) with (x, π) ∈ S+ and(x, η) ∈ S+, with fiber map:
(x, π, η) → (x, π). The tautological section is then all triples of the form(x, π, π),
with (x, π) ∈ S+. Then the connection gives a one-formdπA′ with values in the
same bundle. A complete system of holomorphic one-forms forthe spin bundle is
thenθAA′

anddπA′ , with the exterior derivatives:

dθAA′

= 0, d(dπA′) = d2πA′ = RA′B′πB′

.

Relative to the spin basisα, β used above, we have:

πA′ = pαA′ + qβA′,

dπA′ = (dp)αA′ + dqβA′ + pdαA′ + qdβA′

= (dp+ pP + qD)αA′ + (dq + pB − qP )βA′ .

Here the variablesp andq serve as fiber co-ordinates. Then we have:

πA′

dπA′ = qdp− pdq − p2B + 2pqP + q2D.
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13 The spinor description of the Weyl connections

Now consider the one-formsθAA′

πA′ andπA′

dπA′ ; these span a three-dimensional
sub-bundleT ′ of the co-tangent bundle ofS+; but they are homogeneous, so in-
duce a three-dimensional sub-bundle of the sphere bundlePS+, also calledT ′.
Recall the spinor bases{αA′, βA′} and{γA, δA}, used above. Note that we have:

γAπA′θAA′

= pαA′γAθ
AA′

+ qβA′γAθ
AA′

= pα⊗ γ + qβ ⊗ γ = pl + qm,

δAπA′θAA′

= pαA′δAθ
AA′

+ qβA′δAθ
AA′

= pα⊗ δ + qβ ⊗ δ = pm′ + qn.

This shows thatT ′ gives a Weyl connection forPS+. We compute the Weyl
torsion of this connection, using the fact thatθAA′

= πA′

φA, modθaπA′ , for some
one-formφA. Note that then we have:

l = αA′γAθ
a = αA′πA′

γAθ
a = qγAφ

A = −qφ,

m = βA′γAθ
a = βA′πA′γAθ

a = −pγAφ
A = pφ,

m′ = αA′δAθ
a = αA′πA′

δAθ
a = qδAφ

A = qψ,

n = βA′δAθ
a = βA′πA′δAθ

a = −pδAφ
A = −pψ.

So we haveφAγA = −φ and φAδA = ψ, so we may writeφA = −ψγA −
φδA. Then we haveφAφ

A = −2φψ = −2σ. Now for the torsion, we compute
d(θAA′

πA′) modT ′. This gives, sincedθa = 0:

d(θAA′

πA′) = −θAA′

dπA′ = −φA(πA′

dπA′) = 0, mod T ′.

Thus the Weyl torsion vanishes. Since we have shown in section six above that the
torsion-free Weyl connection is unique, this shows that thepresent construction
gives the torsion-free Weyl connection. Next we compute theWeyl curvature of
the Weyl connection. Using the fact thatdπA′ = πA′λ, for some one-formλ,
moduloT ′, it follows that(dπA′

)dπA′ = πA′

πA′λ2 = 0, moduloT ′, so we have,
working moduloT ′:

d(πA′

dπA′) = (dπA′

)dπA′ + πA′

θcθdRcdA′B′πB′

= πA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

φCφDRcdA′B′

=
1

2
φAφ

AπA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

ǫCDRcdA′B′ = −σπA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

ǫCDRcdA′B′

= −σπA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

(−CA′B′C′D′ + ΛǫA′(C′ǫD′)B′) = σπA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

CA′B′C′D′.
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In the last section, we gave the expressed the one-formπA′

dπA′ asqdp − pdq −
p2B + 2pqP + q2D in terms of the co-ordinatesp andq. Comparing with the
co-ordinate expression for the one-formγ, we see that necessarily we have the
relation: γ = πA′

dπA′ moduloΘ. Therefore we see that for the Weyl curvature,
W = dγ modT ′, of the Weyl connection, we have the expression:

W = CA′B′C′D′πA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

.

As expectedW is homogeneous of degree four in the spinorπA′. Also this in-
terprets the curvatureW of the Weyl connection as encoding the information of
the self-dual Weyl spinor of the conformal structure. In particular we have the
lemmas:

Lemma 4. The torsion-free Weyl structure, on the primed projective spin bundle
PS+, associated to a given conformal structure is a twistor structure if and only if
the self-dual part of the Weyl curvature,CA′B′C′D′ vanishes identically.

Lemma 5. The torsion-free Weyl structure, on the primed projective spin bundle
PS+, associated to a given conformal structure, which has non-vanishing self-
dual Weyl curvature,CA′B′C′D′, is naturally a(2, 3, 5)-system, on the complement
of the zero set of the homogeneous function on the projectivespin bundlePS+,
W = CA′B′C′D′πA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

.
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14 TheG2-conformal structure

After Cartan, Nurowski,̌Cap and Sagerschnig, we know that given any(2, 3, 5)
structure on five manifold,S, there is canonically associated a conformal struc-
ture onS, which has holonomy inG2. It is possible to determine this conformal
structure for the case of the torsion-free Weyl structures of conformal structures,
whose self-dual Weyl curvature is not identically zero. To express the result, we
use a local Levi-Civita connection, as described above. Introduce the differential
operator on the primed spin-bundleS+, DA = πA′

∂a, where∂a are the horizontal
vector-fields of the connection (soθa(∂b) = δa

b and(dπA′)(∂a) = 0). Then define:

ψ = CA′B′C′D′πA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

, ψA = ψ−1DAψ, ψAB = ψ−1DADBψ.

Note thatψ = W , whereW is the Weyl curvature of the Weyl connection and
we work only at points whereψ 6= 0; it follows from the definition ofψ and
formulas for the curvature thatψAB is automatically symmetric. Alsoψ, ψA and
ψAB are homogeneous of degrees four, one and two, respectively,in the variable
πA′ . Recall that the pieces of the primed curvature are given by the formulas:

d2πA′ = RA′B′πB′

, RA′B′ = −ΣC′D′

CA′B′C′D′ − ΛΣA′B′ − ΣABSab.

Define the one form,θA and the spinorτAB = τBA by the formulas:

θA = θaπA′ , τAB =
1

40ψ
(−16πA′

πB′

Sab + 5ψAψB − 4ψAB).

Note thatθA and τAB are homogeneous of degrees one and minus two in the
variableπA′ , respectively. The main result of this work then is:

Theorem 2. The canonical conformal structureG on the sphere bundle of the
torsion-free Weyl structure of a conformal structure in four-dimensions may be
given by the formula:

G =
1

12ψ
(4πA′

dπA′ − ψAθ
A)2 + θaθa + 2θAθBτAB.

The proof of the theorem is by direct calculation, followingČap and Sagerschnig,
and will be given in sections fifteen to twenty below. The result can be stringently
tested, in examples, by calculating this conformal structure, by first converting
into the canonical form of Cartan and then using Nurowski’s formula. Here we
confine ourselves to two examples, one, the case of the Kapadia family of plane
wave metrics, which contains the flatG2 geometry as a special case, and the other
the famous Schwarzschild metric.
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15 Summary of key spin-bundle formulas

The spin-connection∂a of the space-time is torsion free and killsgab, ǫAB and
ǫA′B′ . The spinor curvatureRabC′D′ obeys the relations, for any spinor fieldsvA′

andvA on the space-time:

[∂a, ∂b]vC′ = RabC′D′vD′

, [∂a, ∂b]vC = RabCDv
D,

RabC′D′ = −ǫABCA′B′C′D′ − ǫA′B′SABC′D′ + ǫABΛǫC′(A′ǫB′)D′ .

RabCD = −ǫA′B′CABCD − ǫABSA′B′CD + ǫA′B′ΛǫC(AǫB)D.

Lifting to the spin bundle we get the following commutators of derivatives:

[∂A′

, ∂B′

] = 0, [∂a, ∂
B′

] = 0,

[∂a, ∂b] = −RabC′D′πC′

∂D′

= ǫABΛπ(A′∂B′)+ǫABCA′B′C′D′πC′

∂D′

+ǫA′B′SABC′D′πC′

∂D′

.

Here we act on functions on the spin bundle holomorphic in thespinorπA′ . The
spinorsCA′B′C′D′ andCABCD are totally symmetric. For a real space-time, the
function Λ and the trace-free symmetric tensorSab = SABA′B′ = S(AB)(A′B′)

are real andCABCD is the complex conjugate ofCA′B′C′D′ . The vertical vector
field ∂A′

annihilates functions and tensors pulled back to the spin bundle from the
space-time. Also we have the derivatives:

∂aπB′ = 0, ∂A′

πB′ = δA′

B′ .

Next putDA = πA′

∂a, soDA spans the (2, 3, 5)-structure. Also define the spinor
ψA′ = CA′B′C′D′πB′

πC′

πD′

and the scalarψ = ψA′πA′

= CA′B′C′D′πA′

πB′

πC′

πD′

.
Whenψ 6= 0, putψA = ψ−1DAψ andψAB = ψ−1DADBψ = ψBA. We have:,
acting on (holomorphic) functions on the spin-bundle:

[DA, DB] = ǫABψA′∂A′

, DCD
C = ψA′∂A′

.

The Lie bracket of vector fieldsV = va∂a + vA′∂A′

andW = wa∂a + wA′∂A′

is:

[V,W ] = (V (wa) −W (va))∂a + (V (wB′) −W (vB′) − vcwdπA′

RcdA′B′)∂B′

.

In the particular case thatva = vAπA′

andwa = wAπA′

, soV = vADA + vA′∂A′

andW = wADA + wA′∂A′

, the commutator simplifies to:

[V,W ] = (V (wA) −W (vA))DA + (V (wB′) −W (vB′) + vCw
CψB′)∂B′

.

Put θ = πC′

dπC′ . Then the covariant exterior derivative,d, obeys, in particular
the relation:

dθ = d(πA′

dπA′)

= (dπA′

)dπA′ − ΣA′B′

(ΛπA′πB′ + CA′B′C′D′πC′

πD′

) − ΣABSabπ
A′

πB′

.
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16 The Reeb vector field and the contact form

We work systematically through the paper ofČap and Sagerschnig, either using
their notation, or simple variants of their notation [3]. Wefirst need the Reeb
vector field and the contact form. LetV = va∂a + vA′∂A′

be a homogeneous
vector field on the spin bundle (withva homogeneous of degree zero andvA′

homogeneous of degree one, where(va, vA′) is equivalent to(va, vA′ + sπA′), for
any functions of degree zero).

• V belongs toT−1 iff vaπA′ = 0 andvA′ = 0 iff vA′ = 0 andva = vAπA′

for
some uniquevA, iff V = vADA.

• V belongs toT−2 iff vaπA′ = 0 iff va = vAπA′

for some uniquevA iff
V = vADA + vA′∂A′

.

• The mapq−2 may be construed as mapping the pair(vAπA′

, vA′) to vA′ mod
πA′ or just tov = vA′πA′

. So hereq−2 may be identified with contraction
with the one-form on the spin-bundle,θ = πC′

dπC′ .

• The mapq−3 may be construed as mapping the pair(va, vA′) to vaπA′. In
particularq−3 annihilates all vertical vector fieldsvA′∂A′

and annihilates
T−1 andT−2. Since the image ofq−3 carries an index, we rewriteq−3 as
qA
−3. So hereqA

−3 may be identified with contraction with the one-form on
the spin-bundle,θA = πA′θa.

We consider the image underθA of the iterated bracket[V, [W,X]], whereV and
W belong toT−1 andX belongs toT−2, but not toT−1, so we may write:

V = va∂a, vaπA′ = 0, va = vAπA′

,

W = wa∂a, waπA′ = 0, wa = wAπA′

,

X = xa∂a + xA′∂A′

, xaπA′ = 0, xa = ξAπA′

, x = xA′πA′

6= 0.

Note thatx = xA′πA′

has degree two. We need to calculate:

θC([V, [W,X]]) = θC([va∂a, [w
b∂b, x

c∂c + xC′∂C′

]]).

We first consider the terms involving one or more derivativesof xa or xA′ :

θC([V,W (xa)∂a +W (xA′)∂A′

−X(wb)∂b − waxbRabC′D′πC′

∂D′

])

= (VW (xc) −W (xa)∂av
c −W (xA′)∂A′

vc − V (X(wc)))πC′

= vcW (xC′) − V (X(wc)πC′) = vcW (xC′) + wcV (xC′)

= vCπC′

W (xC′) + wCπC′

V (xC′) = vCW (x) + wCV (x).
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The terms not involving the derivatives of eitherxa or xA′ are then the contraction
xC′Zc + xdZC

d , where firstlyZc is given as :

Zc = θC([va∂a, [w
b∂b, ∂

C′

]]) = −θC([va∂a, (∂
C′

wb)∂b])

= θC(((∂C′

wa)(∂av
b) − (va∂a(∂

C′

wb)))∂b)

= (∂C′

wa)(∂av
B′C)πB′ − va∂a(∂

C′

wB′C)πB′

= V (wc) = πC′

V (wC).

SecondlyZC
d is given by the formula:

ZC
d = θC([va∂a, [w

b∂b, ∂d]])

= θC([va∂a,−(∂dw
b)∂b − wbRbdA′C′πA′

∂C′

])

= θC(−va(∂a∂dw
e) + (∂dw

b)(∂bv
e) + wbRbdA′C′πA′

(∂C′

ve))∂e

= −va(∂a∂dw
c)πC′ + (∂dw

b)(∂bv
c)πC′ + wbRbdA′E′πA′

(∂E′

vc)πC′

= −wbvcRbdA′C′πA′

= πA′

πB′

πC′

wBvCǫBDCB′D′A′C′ + wBvCπB′

πC′

πA′

ǫB′D′SBDA′C′

= vC(wDψD′ + πD′wBSDBA′B′πA′

πB′

).

So, altogether, we have (sincexdπD′ = 0):

θC([V, [W,X]]) = vCW (x) + wCV (x) + xC′πC′

V (wC) + vCwDψD′ξDπD′

= xV (wC) + vCwB(DB(x) − ξBψ) + wCvBDB(x)

= x(V (wC) + vAwBΓ C
AB ),

Γ C
AB = δC

A(x−1DBx− x−1ξBψ) + δC
Bx

−1DAx.

PutxA = x−1DAx andxAB = x−1D(ADB)x, so now we have:

Γ C
AB = δC

A(xB − x−1ξBψ) + δC
BxA,

Γ B
AB = 3xA − x−1ξAψ.

Now let∂V (W ) = µAπA′

∂a.
Then we have:

{∂V (W ), φ}A = θA([µBπB′

∂b, X])

= −(xC′∂C′

(µAπA′

))πA′

= µAx = θA([V, [W,X]]).

So we have:
µA = ∂V (W )A = V (wA) + vBwCΓ A

BC .
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We extend to gr
−2 by the formula, valid forW1 = wA

1 π
A′

∂a andW2 = wA
2 π

A′

∂a:

∂V ((w1)Aw
A
2 ψ) = gr

−2([(∂VW1),W2]−[(∂VW2),W1]) = ((∂VW1)Cw
C
2 −(∂VW2)Cw

C
1 )ψ

= ψ(V ((w1)Aw
A
2 ) − vAΓ C

AB wB
1 (w2)C + vAΓ C

AB wB
2 (w1)C)

= ψ(V ((w1)Aw
A
2 ) − vAΓ B

AB wE
1 (w2)E)

= (V ((w1)Aw
A
2 ) + x−1(3V (x) − vBξBψ)(w1)Aw

A
2 )ψ.

Puttingy = (w1)Aw
A
2 ψ, we get:

y−1∂V y = y−1ψV (yψ−1) + x−1(3V (x) − vBξBψ)

= vB(y−1DBy + 3x−1DBx− x−1ξBψ − ψ−1DBψ).

In particular we need thatx be covariantly constant, so we need:

0 = x−1∂V (x) = vA(4x−1DAx− ψ−1DAψ − x−1ξAψ).

Since we need this to be true for allV so for all vA, we get that givenx, ξA is
determined by the formula:

ξA = xψ−1(4x−1DAx− ψ−1DAψ) = xψ−1(4xA − ψA).

Back substituting, we get:

Γ C
AB = δC

A(ψB − 3xB) + δC
BxA, Γ B

AB = ψA − xA.

So now letX = xa∂a + xA′∂A′

be given, withxA′πA′

= x, xa = πA′

ξA and
ξA = xψ−1(4xA −ψA). This is the so-called Reeb vector field. Let the associated
contact form beγ = x−1πC′

dπC′ + γAπA′θa. Note thatιXγ = 1, as required. We
fix γA, which has degree minus one, by the requirement that:

0 = ιXιDA
dγ

= ιXιDA
(πC′

dπC′θa(x−2∂ax+∂A′γA)+θaθb(∂aγB)πB′+(2x)−1θaθbRabC′D′πC′

πD′

)

= −x−1DAx− xγA + x−1ξAψ.

So we get:

γA = x−1(−x−1DAx+ x−1ψξA) = x−1(3xA − ψA).

So the contact form dual to the Reeb vector field is:

γ = x−1(πC′

dπC′ + (3xA − ψA)πA′θa).
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17 The decomposition of the tangent bundle

LetZ = za∂a+zA′∂A′

be a vector field. We findZ1 ∈ T−1 such thatZ−[X,Z1] ∈
T−2; equivalentlyθA(Z − [X,Z1]) = 0. We have:

Z1 = ya∂a, yaπA′ = 0, ya = yAπA′

,

θA(Z − [X,Z1]) = zaπA′ + θA([yb∂b, x
c∂c + xC′∂C′

)

= zaπA′ + (yb∂bx
a − xb∂by

a − xC′∂C′

ya)πA′

= zaπA′ + xA′ya = zaπA′ + xyA.

SoyA = −x−1zaπA′ . Then we have:

Z − [X,Z1] = za∂a + zA′∂A′

− [xc∂c + xC′∂C′

, ya∂a]

= (za − xc∂cy
a + yc∂cx

a − xC′∂C′

ya)∂a + (zD′ + yADAxD′ − ξCy
CψD′)∂D′

Now we have, by construction thatzA exists, so that:

za − xc∂cy
a + yc∂cx

a − xC′∂C′

ya = zAπA′

.

Explicitly, we have:

zA = x−1zAB′

xB′ − ξCDCy
A + yCDCξ

A − xC′∂C′

yA.

Then we get:

Z− [X,Z1]−kX = (zA −kξA)DA +(−kxD′ + zD′ + yADAxD′ − ξCy
CψD′)∂D′

Choosek to eliminate the last term:

k = x−1(zD′πD′

+ yADAx− ξCy
Cψ) = x−1zD′πD′

+ yA(ψA − 3xA).

Summarizing we have the decomposition:

Z = [X,Z1] + kX + Z2,

Z1 = yADA, Z2 = uADA,

yA = −x−1zaπA′ ,

uA = x−1zaxA′ −X(yA) + yBDBξ
A − kξA,

k = x−1zD′πD′

+ yA(ψA − 3xA).
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18 The mapΨ

We next calculate the mapΨ. Acting onT = ta∂a = tADA, whereta = tAπA′

,
Ψ(T ) is given by the formula:

2{Ψ(T ), q−3(X)}A = θA([X, [T,X]])

= θA([X, [ta∂a, x
b∂b + xB′∂B′

]])

= θA([xc∂c + xC′∂C′

, (T (xb) −X(tb))∂b + (T (xD′) + tF ξ
FψD′)∂D′

]])

= xc(∂c(T (xa)πA′ −X(ta)πA′)) + (xC′∂C′

(T (xa) −X(ta)))πA′

−(T (xD′) + tF ξ
FψD′)(∂D′

xa)πA′ − (T (xb) −X(tb))(∂bx
a)πA′

= xc∂c(t
axA′) + (xC′∂C′

(T (xa)πA′ −X(ta)πA′)) − xA′(T (xa) −X(ta))

+ξAπA′

(T (xA′) + tFx
FψA′)

= X(xtA) − x(T (ξA) −X(tA)) + ξA(T (x) + tF ξ
Fψ)

= 2xX(tA) + tAX(x) − xT (ξA) + ξA(T (x) + tF ξ
Fψ)

= 2{Ψ(T )a∂a, xE′∂E′

}A = −2xF ′∂F ′

(Ψ(T )AπA′

)πA′

= 2xΨ(T )A.

So we get:
Ψ(T )A = X(tA) + P A

B tB,

P A
B =

1

2
(δA

Bx
−1X(x) −DB(ξA) + ξA(xB − x−1ψξB)).

For the metric we need the symmetric part ofPAB. We have:

2P(AB) = −D(AξB) + x−1ξ(ADB)x− x−1ψξAξB

= −D(A(4ψ−1DB)x−xψ
−2DB)ψ)+x−1(4ψ−1D(Ax−xψ

−2D(Aψ)DB)x−x
−1ψξAξB

= 5ψ−2(D(Ax)DB)ψ − 4ψ−1D(ADB)x+ xψ−2D(ADB)ψ − 2xψ−3(D(Aψ)DB)ψ

+4x−1ψ−1(D(Ax)DB)x−ψ
−2(D(Ax)DB)ψ−xψ

−1(4x−1DAx−ψ
−1DAψ)(4x−1DBx−ψ

−1DBψ)

= xψ−2D(ADB)ψ − 4ψ−1D(ADB)x

+12ψ−2(D(Ax)DB)ψ − 3xψ−3(DAψ)DBψ − 12x−1ψ−1(DAx)DBx.

So we get:

P(AB) =
x

2ψ
(ψ−1D(ADB)ψ−4x−1D(ADB)x−3(ψ−1DAψ−2x−1DAx)(ψ

−1DBψ−2x−1DBx))

=
x

2ψ
(ψAB − 4xAB − 3(ψA − 2xA)(ψB − 2xB)).
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19 The mapΦ

Next we calculate the mapΦ. LetV = va∂a andW = wa∂a in T−1 be given, with
va = vAπA′

andwa = wAπA′

. Then we have:

γ([V,W ]) = γ([va∂a, w
b∂b])

= γ((V (wB) −W (vB))DB + vCw
CψB′∂B′

)

= x−1vCw
Cψ.

Also we have:
Z = [V,W ] − γ([V,W ])X

= (V (wA)−W (vA))DA+vCw
CψB′∂B′

−x−1vCw
Cψ(xA′∂A′

+ξADA) = ZADA,

ZA = V (wA) −W (vA) + vCw
CUA, UA = −x−1ψξA.

Now we have, forT = ta∂a, whereta = tAπA′

:

∂V ∂WT − ∂W∂V T − ∂ZT

= ∂V (W (tA)+wBtCΓ A
BC )−∂W (V (tA)+vBtCΓ A

BC )−ZBDBt
A−ZBtCΓ A

BC

= (VW −WV )(tA) + V (wBtCΓ A
BC ) −W (vBtCΓ A

BC )

+vBΓ A
BC (W (tC)+wDtEΓ C

DE )−wBΓ A
BC (V (tC)+vDtEΓ C

DE )−ZBDBt
A−ZBtCΓ A

BC

= [vb∂b, w
c∂c](t

A) − (V (wB) −W (vB))DBt
A

+(wBtCvD−vBtCwD)(DD(Γ A
BC )−Γ A

BE Γ E
DC )+x−1ψvCw

CξB(DBt
A+tCΓ A

BC )

= vBwCπB′

πC′

[∂b, ∂c](t
A)

+vEw
E(−tCDBΓ A

BC + tEΓ A
BC ΓB C

E + x−1ψξBDBt
A + x−1ψξBtCΓ A

BC )

= vFw
F (−πB′

πC′

S A
B′C′D tD + ψD′∂D′

tA − tCDBΓ A
BC )

+vFw
F (tEΓ A

BC ΓB C
E + x−1ψξBDBt

A + x−1ψξBtCΓ A
BC ).

So we get:

Φ(T ) = xψ−1(−πB′

πC′

S A
B′C′D tD+ψD′∂D′

tA−tCDBΓ A
BC +tEΓ A

BC ΓB C
E )+ξBDBt

A+ξBtCΓ A
BC

= X(tA) +Q A
B tB,

Q A
B = ψ−1xC′

ψC′δA
B+ξCΓ A

CB +xψ−1(−πB′

πC′

S A
B′C′B −DCΓ A

CB +Γ A
CE ΓC E

B ).
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For the metric, we need the symmetric part ofQAB. We have:

ψx−1Q(AB) + πA′

πB′

Sab = x−1ψξCΓC(BA) −DCΓC(BA) + ΓCE(AΓC E
B) .

= (4x(A − ψ(A)(−3xB) + ψB)) −D(A(−3x−1DB)x+ ψ−1DB)ψ)

+(−3xE + ψE)ǫC(AΓC E
B) + xCǫE(AΓC E

B)

= 3xAB − ψAB + (4x(A − ψ(A)(−3xB) + ψB)) − 3xAxB + ψAψB

+(3xC − ψC)Γ(AB)C − xCΓC(AB)

= 3xAB − ψAB + (4x(A − ψ(A)(−3xB) + ψB)) − 3xAxB + ψAψB

+(3x(A − ψ(A)(2xB) − ψB)) + x(A(3xB) − ψB))

= 3xAB − ψAB − 6xAxB + x(AψB) + ψAψB

= 3xAB − ψAB + (ψ(A − 2x(A)(ψB) + 3xB)).

So we have:

Q(AB) = xψ−1
(

−πA′

πB′

Sab + 3xAB − ψAB + (ψ(A − 2x(A)(ψB) + 3xB))
)

.

For the metric we need the combination:UAB =
1

5
(7P(AB) − 2Q(AB)). We find:

10ψx−1U(AB) − 4πA′

πB′

Sab

= 7ψAB−28xAB−21(ψA−2xA)(ψB−2xB)−12xAB+4ψAB−4(ψ(A−2x(A)(ψB)+3xB))

= 11ψAB − 40xAB − 5(ψ(A − 2x(A)(5ψB) − 6xB)).

So we get:

UAB =
x

2ψ

(

4

5
πA′

πB′

Sab +
11

5
ψAB − 8xAB − (ψ(A − 2x(A)(5ψB) − 6xB))

)

=
x

10ψ

(

4πA′

πB′

Sab + 11ψAB − 25ψAψB

)

+xψ−1
(

−4xAB + 8ψ(AxB) − 6xAxB)
)

.
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20 TheG2-conformal structure

The metric, regarded as a quadratic form on a tangent vectorZ = za∂a + zA′∂A′

,
is:

g(Z,Z) = −ιZ3
ιZ1

(dγ) +
2

3
(ιZ(γ))2,

Z3 = π−1(Z) = Z2 +
1

5
(7Ψ − 2Φ)(Z1).

Now we have:

ιZ(γ) = x−1(πC′

dπC′ + (3xA − ψA)πA′θa)(zb∂b + zB′∂B′

)

= x−1πC′

zC′ + x−1(3xA − ψA)πA′za

= x−1πC′

zC′ − 3yAxA + yAψA.

HereyA = −x−1zaπA′, as usual. Note thatZ1 = yADA. AlsoZ3 = vADA, where
we have:

vA = uA +
1

5
((7Ψ − 2Φ)(y))A.

Collecting terms in
2

3
(ιZ(γ))2, we get:

(ιZ(γ))2 = FA′BzA′zB′ + F ayAzA′ + FABy
AyB,

FA′B′

=
2

3
x−2πA′

πB′

,

F a = 4x−1πA′

xA −
4

3
x−1πA′

ψA,

FAB = 6xAxB − 4x(AψB) +
2

3
ψAψB.

It remains to compute the termιZ3
ιZ1

(dγ). First we have:

dγ = d(x−1πC′

dπC′ + (3x−2DAx− x−1ψ−1DAψ)πA′θa)

= πC′

dπC′θa(x−2∂ax+ ∂A′(3x−2DAx− x−1ψ−1DAψ))

+θaθb((2x)−1RabC′D′πC′

πD′

− πA′∂b(3x
−2DAx− x−1ψ−1DAψ)).
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Contracting this expression withDA, we get:

ιDA
(dγ) = ιDA

(dγ)

= −πC′

dπC′πA′

(x−2∂ax+ ∂A′(3x−2DAx− x−1ψ−1DAψ))

+πA′

θb(x−1RabC′D′πC′

πD′

+ πB′∂a(3x
−2DBx− x−1ψ−1DBψ)

= −x−1πC′

dπC′(4xA − ψA)

+θb(x−1RabC′D′πC′

πD′

πA′

+ πB′DA(3x−2DBx− x−1ψ−1DBψ)

= −x−1πC′

dπC′(4xA − ψA)

+θb(x−1(−ǫABψB′ − πB′SABC′D′πC′

πD′

) + πB′DA(3x−2DBx− x−1ψ−1DBψ))

= −x−1πC′

dπC′(4xA−ψA)−x−1θaψ
A′

−x−1θBSabπ
A′

πB′

+θBDA(3x−2DBx−x
−1ψ−1DBψ).

Then we have:

ιDB
ιDA

(dγ) = −ǫABx
−1ψ, ιZ3

ιZ1
(dγ) = −x−1ψyAv

A.

Thus it remains to compute the termx−1ψyAv
A. Now we have:

yAv
A = yAu

A +
yA

5
((7Ψ − 2Φ)(y))A

= yAu
A + yAX(yA) −

1

5
(7PAB − 2QAB)yAyB

= yA(x−1zaxA′ −X(yA) + yBDBξ
A − kξA) + yAX(yA) − UABy

AyB

= x−1yAz
axA′ − yAyB(DAξB + UAB) + kξAy

A

= −x−2zB′

A πB′zAA′

xA′ − yAyB(DAξB + UAB)

+(ξAy
A)(x−1zA′πA′

+ yB(ψB − 3xB))

=
1

2x
zaz

a − yAyB(DAξB + UAB) + (ξAy
A)(x−1zA′πA′

+ yB(ψB − 3xB))

= (2x)−1zaz
a − x−1yAzA′ξAπA′

+yAyB(−DAξB − UAB + ξA(ψB − 3xB)).
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So we get:
x−1ψyAv

A = Habz
azb +HayAzA′ + yAyBHAB,

Hab =
ψ

2x2
gab,

Ha = −x−1πA′

(4xA − ψA),

HAB = x−1ψ(−D(AξB) − ξ(A(3xB) − ψB)) − UAB)

= −x−1ψD(A(4ψ−1DB)x−xψ
−2DB)ψ)−(4x(A−ψ(A)(3xB)−ψB))−x

−1ψUAB

= ψAB − 4xAB + 5ψ(AxB) − 2ψAψB − (4x(A − ψ(A)(3xB) − ψB)) − x−1ψUAB

= ψAB − 4xAB − 12xAxB + 12ψ(AxB) − 3ψAψB − x−1ψUAB

= ψAB − 4xAB − 3(ψ(A − 2x(A)(ψB) − 2xB))

−
2

5
πA′

πB′

Sab −
11

10
ψAB +

5

2
ψAψB + 4xAB − 8ψ(AxB) + 6xAxB

= −
2

5
πA′

πB′

Sab −
1

10
ψAB −

1

2
ψAψB + 4ψ(AxB) − 6xAxB.

Note that we have:

F a +Ha = 4x−1πA′

xA −
4

3
x−1πA′

ψA − x−1πA′

(4xA − ψA) = −
1

3
x−1πA′

ψA,

FAB+HAB = 6xAxB−4x(AψB)+
2

3
ψAψB−

2

5
πA′

πB′

Sab−
1

10
ψAB−

1

2
ψAψB+4ψ(AxB)−6xAxB

=
1

6
ψAψB −

2

5
πA′

πB′

Sab −
1

10
ψAB.

So now we may collect terms in the metric:

g(Z,Z) = FA′B′

zA′zB′ +KayAzA′ +Habz
azb + yAyBGAB.

FA′B′

=
2

3x2
πA′

πB′

,

Ka = F a +Ha = −
1

3x
πA′

ψA,

Hab =
ψ

2x2
gab,

GAB = FAB +HAB = −
2

5
πA′

πB′

Sab +
1

6
ψAψB −

1

10
ψAB.
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Alternatively, after substituting foryA, we have:

x2g(Z,Z) = GA′B′

zA′zB′ + 2GB′

a z
azB′ +Gabz

azb,

GA′B′

=
2

3
πA′

πB′

, GB′

a = −
1

6
ψAπA′πB′

,

Gab =
ψ

2
gab +

1

30
πA′πB′(−12πC′

πD′

SABC′D′ + 5ψAψB − 3ψAB).

Remarkably, all the dependence of the metric on the vector field X goes only into
the conformal factorx2!

Writing the metric in terms of co-vectors, we have:

g = FA′B′

dπA′⊗dπB′−
1

2
x−1Ka(θA⊗dπA′+dπA′⊗θA)+Habθ

a⊗θb+x−2θA⊗θBGAB

=
2

3x2
(πA′

dπA′)2 −
1

3x2
πA′

dπA′ψAθ
A +

ψ

2x2
θaθa

+x−2θAθB

(

−
2

5
πA′

πB′

Sab +
1

6
ψAψB −

1

10
ψAB

)

.

Rescaling, we have:

120x2g = 80(πA′

dπA′)2 − 40πA′

dπA′ψAθ
A + 60ψθaθa + χABθ

AθB,

χAB = −48πC′

πD′

SABC′D′ + 20ψAψB − 12ψAB.

Alternatively, completing the square with theπA′

dπA′ terms, we get:

120x2g = 5
(

4πA′

dπA′ − ψAθ
A
)2

+ 60ψθaθa + γABθ
AθB,

γAB = −48πC′

πD′

SABC′D′ + 15ψAψB − 12ψAB.

Rescaling again, we obtain the conformal structure in the form:

G = 2x2ψ−1g =
1

12ψ

(

4πA′

dπA′ − ψAθ
A
)2

+ θaθa + 2θAθBτAB,

τAB =
1

40ψ
(−16πC′

πD′

SABC′D′ + 5ψAψB − 4ψAB) = τBA.

This completes the proof of theorem two.
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21 The Kapadia family of plane wave space-times

The Kapadia family of space-times is a family of null plane-fronted waves, whose
metric in co-ordinates(u, v, x, y) ∈ U ⊂ R4 (with U open and connected, for
simplicity) is [12]:

g = 2h−2(u)(dudv − dx2 − f 2(u)dy2) = 2(ln−mm),

l = h−2du, n = dv, m = h−1(dx+ ifdy), m = h−1(dx− ifdy),

dl = 0, dn = 0, dm = Cl, dm = Cl,

C = Am+Bm = h′dx+ i(fh′ − hf ′)dy,

dC = Slm+ T lm,

A =
h

2f
(2fh′ − f ′h), B =

h2f ′

2f
,

S = h2A′ −A2 − B2 = h4

(

h′′

h
−
f ′′

2f

)

, T = h2B′ − 2AB =
h4f ′′

2f
.

Heref(u) andh(u) are positive smooth real functions of the variableu, defined
on the open setU. Also we use a prime to abbreviate the derivative with respect
tou. For the spin connection, we take a spin basis,{oA, ιA}, with conjugate basis,
{oA′, ιA′}, such thatla = oAoA′ , ma = oAιA′ , ma = ιAoA′ andna = ιAιA′ ,
2o[A′ιB′] = ǫA′B′ andgab = ǫABǫA′B′ . The associated Levi-Civita spin connection
is simply:

doA = 0, dιA = CoA, doA′ = 0, dιA′ = CoA′ .

The primed curvature spinor,RA′B′ , given by the formula, valid for any spinor
field vA′: d2vA′ = RA′B′vB′

, is as follows:

RA′B′ = oA′oB′dC = −ΣC′D′

CA′B′C′D′ − SabΣ
A′B′

,

CA′B′C′D′ = −ToA′oB′oC′oD′, Sab = Slalb = SoAoBoA′oB′ .

In particular the Ricci scalar is zero; wheneverf ′′ is non-zero, the Weyl spinor
CA′B′C′D′ is non-zero and of type(4) (null). Hence-forth we assume thatf ′′ 6= 0.
Note that the Kapadia space-times are always locally conformal to vacuum, since
locally the equationS = 0 can be solved with a positive solution forh, givenf .
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22 The (2, 3, 5)-structure for the Kapadia metrics

Introduce the fiber co-ordinate for the primed co-spin bundle, λ, by the relation
0 = πA′oA′

λ+ πA′ιA
′

. Then the torsion-free Weyl connection is:

T ′ = {α, β, γ},

α = λl+m = −
oAπA′θa

πB′oB′
, β = λm+n = −

ιAπA′θa

πB′oB′
, γ = dλ+C =

πA′

dπA′

(πB′oB′)2
.

Here we require thatt 6= 0 and we have putλ = st−1. Note that the the principal
spinor of the Weyl spinor corresponds toλ = ∞, so the Weyl structure is defined
for all complexλ. By straight-forward manipulations, we may put this structure
in the standard Cartan form, with variables{u, t, p, q, z}:

T ′ = {dt− pdu, dp− qdu, dz − Fdu}.

Here we have:
ht = −x− iyf,

h2p = λ+ xh′ + iy(fh′ − hf ′),

h3q = −2h′(λ) + x(hh′′ − 2(h′)2) + iyf(hh′′ − 2(h′)2) − iyh(hf ′′ − 2h′f ′),

z = v + (λh−1)(x− ify) +
f ′

4f
(x− ify)2,

F = αq2 + βpt+ γqt+ δt2 + ǫpq + ζp2,

α =
fh2

f ′′
, β = −2hh′ +

h2f ′

2f
+

4h′h′′f

f ′′
, γ =

2hh′′f

f ′′
− h2,

δ =
h2f ′′

4f
+

(h′′)2f

f ′′
− hh′′ −

h2(f ′)2

4f 2
, ǫ =

4fhh′

f ′′
, ζ =

4f(h′)2

f ′′
.

So we have shown that the Cartan functionF (u, t, p, q, z) for the Kapadia space-
times can be taken to be a homogeneous quadratic function of the variablet, p and
q, with coefficients functions of the variableu only, determined directly from the
metric functionsf(u) andh(u). Note that, in particular, the functionF is inde-
pendent of the variablez. Also we haveFqq = 2α 6= 0, so the Cartan formalism
applies.
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23 TheG2-structure for the Kapadia metrics

Using Maple and the metric formula of Nurowski, the conformal structureG for
the Weyl structure of the spin bundle for the Kapadia space-times takes the form:

G = G11(dt− pdu)2 +G33(dp− qdu)2

+2(dt−pdu)(G13(dp−qdu)+G14dq+G15du)+2G25du(dz−Fdu−Fq(dp−qdu)).

Here the not identically zero pentad coefficients are given as follows:

(f ′′)6

16h6f 2
G11 = h2(f ′)2(f ′′)2 + 10hh′ff ′(f ′′)2 + 4h2ff ′f ′′f ′′′ − 20(h′)2f 2(f ′′)2

−10hh′f 2f ′′f ′′′ − 5h2f 2(f ′′′)2 − 12h2f(f ′′)3 + 30hh′′f 2(f ′′)2 + 3f 2h2f ′′f ′′′′,

(f ′′)5

80h7f 3
G13 = hf ′f ′′ + 2h′ff ′′ − hff ′′′,

G14 =
240f 4h8

(f ′′)4
, G25 =

120f 3h6

(f ′′)3
, G33 = −

320f 4h8

(f ′′)4
,

(f ′′)5

60f 2h6
G15 = 4qhf(hf ′f ′′ + 2h′ff ′′ − hff ′′′)

+t(−4h′h′′f 2f ′′ + 4hh′′′f 2f ′′ + 4hh′′ff ′f ′′ − 4hh′′f 2f ′′′ − h2f ′(f ′′)2)

+2pf(4hh′f ′f ′′ − 4(h′)2ff ′′ + 6hh′′ff ′′ − 4hh′ff ′′′ − h2(f ′′)2).

Maple gives the determinant of the metric in the co-ordinates (u, t, p, q, z) as fol-
lows: −2203455f 18h36(f ′′)−18, which is non-zero. The Einstein and Weyl ten-
sors of the metricG, as just written, each have only one independent component.
These components may be written quite compactly by introducing functionst(u)
andw(u) > 0, related tof andh by the formulas:

e
R

s(u)du =
f ′′

f
, h2 =

(

f ′′

f

)

w−
2

3 , s =
f ′′′

f ′′
−
f ′

f
, ǫw2 =

(

f ′′

fh2

)3

, ǫ = ±1.

Then we find, using a co-ordinate basis in the order(u, t, p, q, z) that the indepen-
dent non-identically zero curvature components,ET11 of the Einstein tensor and
WT1212 of the Weyl tensor are as follows:

20wET11 = −60w′′ + 3(s2 + 2e
R

s(u)du − 4s′)w,

5w
8

3WT1212 = 90ss′′−96s2s′+e
R

s(u)du(48s′−12s2)−27e2
R

s(u)du+57(s′)2+12s4−30s′′′.

It is easily seen that the metricG is always locally conformal to vacuum. Finally,
translating back into the original co-ordinates of the spinbundle, using Maple we
find exact agreement with the general formula given in Theorem 2.
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24 Special cases of the KapadiaG2-structures

Consider the case thatf = u
m+1

2 , with u > 0 andm 6= ±1 a real constant.
Then we have, after multiplying the conformal structure by the conformal factor
w2V −2:

e
R

s(u)du =
m2 − 1

4u2
, s =

f ′′′

f ′′
−
f ′

f
= −

2

u
.

40V ET11 = −120V ′′ + 3(m2 − 9)u−2V,

80w
2

3V 2WT1212 = −3u−4(m− 3)(m+ 3)(3m− 1)(3m+ 1).

In particular in the casesf = u2, f = u−1, f = u
2

3 andf = u
1

3 , the conformal
structure of the co-spin bundle is conformally flat and in allother cases it is not
conformally flat. Also in the casesf = u2 andf = u−1, theG2-structure is flat,
with V = 1, whereas in the casesf = u

2

3 andf = u
1

3 , theG2-structure is flat,
with V = u

1

3 . Note that in all these cases the original space-time metricis not
conformally flat. We summarize with a Lemma:

Lemma 6. Consider the special Kapadia conformal structures:

ds2 = 2(dudv − dx2 − um+1dy2).

Then theG2-conformal structure of the primed co-spin bundle is conformally flat
if and only ifm = ±3 or m = ±1

3
and in these cases gives local flat models for

the Cartan(2, 3, 5)-system: i.e. the Cartan structure has the Lie algebra ofG2

as symmetries. In particular, for these special values ofm, the primed co-spin
bundle is locally conformal to a de-Sitter space in five dimensions.
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25 The Schwarzschild metric

Let m be a positive real constant, with the same dimensions as length. Then the
Schwarzschild metric is:

ds2 =

(

r − 2m

r

) (

dt2 −
r2dr2

(r − 2m)2

)

− r2(dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2) = ln− µµ′,

l = du = dt−
rdr

r − 2m
, u = t− r − 2m ln

( r

2m
− 1

)

, dl = 0,

n = 2dr +
(r − 2m)du

r
, dn =

2mdrdu

r2
=
mnl

r2
,

µ = r(dθ + i sin(θ)dφ) = r sin(θ)dx, x = iφ+ ln

(

tan

(

θ

2

))

,

dµ =
drµ

r
+ ri cos(θ)dθdφ =

rnµ+ (r − 2m)µl

2r2
−

1

2r
cot(θ)µµ.

Note that in the(u, r, θ, φ) co-ordinate system the tetrad is defined for allu and
for r > 0. The variablesθ andφ are standard spherical polar co-ordinates. The
variablex gives a local holomorphic co-ordinate for the natural complex structure
of the two-spheres of constant curvature at constant(t, r). We introduce the spinor
basisoA′ andιA′ with their conjugatesoA andιA, such that:

la = oAoA′ , µa = oAιA′ , µa = ιAoA′ , na = ιAιA′ .

Then the Levi-Civita spin connection is:

doA′ = PoA′ +BιA′ , doA = PoA +BιA,

dιA′ = DoA′ − PιA′, dιA = DoA − PιA,

P =
( m

2r2

)

l +

(

1

4r

)

cot(θ)(µ− µ) =
( m

2r2

)

du+
i

2
cos(θ)dφ,

B = −

(

1

2r

)

µ = −
1

2
(dθ − i sin(θ)dφ),

D =

(

r − 2m

2r2

)

µ =

(

r − 2m

2r

)

(dθ + i sin(θ)dφ).

Then we have, for the curvature, valid for any spinor fieldvA′ :

d2vA′ = RA′B′vB′

, RA′B′ = −ΣC′D′

CA′B′C′D′ , CA′B′C′D′ =
3m

r3
o(A′oB′ιC′ιD′).

In particular, the space-time is Ricci flat:Sab = 0 andΛ = 0. Also the self-dual
Weyl curvature is never zero, except at the singularityr = 0.
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26 TheG2-conformal structure of Schwarzschild

In the primed co-spin bundle, introduce the fiber co-ordinateλ by the relation:

πA′ιA
′

λ = πA′oA′

.

Note that the principal spinors of the Weyl spinor, the zeroes of the polynomial
ψ, correspond to the valuesλ = 0 andλ = ∞. Using the formula of Theorem 2
above, a representative of the conformal structureG, which is defined whenever
λ 6= 0 andr 6= 0, is given as follows:

12ψ(πB′ιB
′

)−4G = G11(dλ)2 +2G12dλdu+2G13dλdr+2G14dλdx+2G15dλdx

+G22(du)
2 + 2G23dudr + 2G24dudx+ 2G25dudx

+G33(dr)
2 + 2G34drdx+ 2G35drdx+G44(dx)

2 + 2G45dxdx+G55(dx)
2.

Here the individual coefficients are assembled as follows:

G11 = 16,

G12 = 4λr−2(5r − 14m),

G13 = 20λr−1,

G14 = −2λ2r−1(r − 2m) sin(θ) − 8λ cos(θ),

G15 = 8λ cos(θ) − 2 sin(θ),

G22 = 4r−4λ2(4r2 − 5rm− 2m2),

G23 = 16λ2r−3(r + 2m),

G24 = 2λ3r−3(r − 2m)(r − 4m) sin(θ) − 2λ2r−2(5r − 14m) cos(θ),

G25 = 2λ2r−2(5r − 14m) cos(θ) + 2λr−2(r − 4m) sin(θ),

G33 = 28λ2r−2,

G34 = 4λ3r−2(2r − 7m) sin(θ) − 10λ2r−1 cos(θ),

G35 = 10λ2r−1 cos(θ) − 4λr−1 sin(θ),

G44 = λ4r−2(r − 2m)2 sin2(θ) + 2λ3r−1(r − 2m) sin(θ) cos(θ) + 4λ2 cos2(θ),

G45 = −λ3r−1(r−2m) sin(θ) cos(θ)−5λ2r−1(r+4m) sin2(θ)−4λ2 cos2(θ)+λ sin(θ) cos(θ),

G55 = 4λ2 cos2(θ) − 2λ sin(θ) cos(θ) + sin2(θ).

Using Maple, the determinant of the matrix
(πA′ιA

′

)4Gij

12ψ
is

16r7 sin4(θ)

9mλ2
. It may

be shown that this metric is regular on the axis, whereθ = 0, or θ = π.
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27 The Cartan canonical form for Schwarzschild

The torsion-free Weyl structure for Schwarzschild is as follows:

T ′ = {ω1, ω2, ω3},

ω1 =
oAθ

A

πC′ιC′
= l − λµ = du− λr sin(θ)dx,

ω2 =
ιAθ

A

πC′ιC′
= µ− λn = r sin(θ)dx−

(

λ

r

)

(2rdr + (r − 2m)du),

ω3 =
πA′

dπA′

(πC′ιC′)2
= dλ−B − 2λP + λ2D

= dλ−

(

λm

r2

)

l+

(

λ

2r2 sin(θ)

)

(λ(r−2m) sin(θ)−r cos(θ))µ+

(

1

2r sin(θ)

)

(λ cos(θ)+sin(θ))µ

= dλ−

(

λm

r2

)

du+

(

λ

2r

)

(λ(r−2m) sin(θ)−r cos(θ))dx+
1

2
(λ cos(θ)+sin(θ))dx.

Now put:

p = λr sin(θ), q = λr sin(θ) cos(θ)−λ2 sin2(θ)(r−3m), z = cos(θ)−λ sin(θ),

Then we have:
du− pdx = ω1,

dp− qdx = −
λ sin(θ)

2r
(r − 4m)ω1 −

1

2
sin(θ)ω2 + r sin(θ)ω3,

dz − Fdx = −
mλ sin(θ)

r2
ω1 − sin(θ)ω3,

−2r3F = 2qr2 + r3 sin2(θ) + p2(r − 2m).

The variables for the Cartan system areu, p, q, z, x. In these variables, we have
the Pfaffian system in the standard Cartan form:

T ′ = {du− pdx, dp− qdx, dz − F (x, u, p, q, z)dx},

F =
z2 − 1

2
−

2(q − pz)
3

2

3p(3m)
1

2

.

Note thatF is independent of the variablesx andu. This reflects that the system
is time independent and rotationally symmetric. Calculating the conformal struc-
ture, directly in terms ofF , using the Maple computing system and the metric
formula of Nurowski, we find exact agreement with our generalformula for the
conformal structure.
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